
Jenna’s “Learning Case” - Stephan 
 

Leadership Practice 
 

Client’s First Name:  Stephan 

Name for This Practice: Create a culture of trust (with my team) 

Current Behavior Desired Behavior 

• Appearance of cover-up for the 
technicians’ productivity and attitude  

• I do my work and care for my customers. 
• Talk too much, hate the dead point in 

conversation by changing the subject 

• Listening and coaching others to be more 
accountable  

• Actively pursuing a better relationship 
with my counterparts in the Home Office; 
making myself more visible  

• Asking questions first (clarifications), start 
with acknowledging behaviors 

• Identify the real need for improvement in 
the assumed covered persons and 
actively eliminate the appearance; 
challenge others to do better 
 

Current Mindset Desired Mindset 

• Feared to be bored in meetings  
• Denial of any special cover-up, I’ll “cover” 

for entire department 
• Customers come first then internal 

relationships / strategy 

• More introspective, curious about people 
and their goals  

• Acceptance of corporate strategy rather 
than fighting it 

Primary Action Arena:  Pivotal Conversations 

Type of Agility:  Stakeholder 

Shift in Agility Level:  Expert-Achiever to Achiever-Catalyst 

Capacities to Develop: Resolving Differences – consider other’s views while clearly explain 
your own views; engaging in collaborative dialogue  

Power Style – in many situations he was quite accommodating, and this wasn’t helping to build 
trust with his team. But I also witness his ‘gift of gab’. Some of the people interviewed describe 
a much more assertive than accommodating power style.  



Level of Reflective Action to Develop: Take other’s views into account and understand who 
they are (their motivations and stressors); step into others’ shoes 

 
Relevant Background 

 
Client’s Role in the Organization:  Manager  

Type of Organization (e.g., for or non-profit, industry):  For profit, global automotive supplier 

Motivation for Coaching:   
Stephan was nominated for leadership coaching by his managers and HR partner because the 
conflict within his team was impacting performance. After some internal investigations, it was 
determined that Stephan’s leadership style was creating a lot of the discord.  He was eager to 
learn new behaviors and approaches because he was quite uncomfortable in his leadership 
role. He wanted the status of “moving up” from an individual contributor role as a Designer into 
a people-leader role but didn’t realize how difficult it would be.  

Context/situation:  To provide you with helpful feedback what would it be helpful for us to 
know about the larger situation in which your client is working?   

Stephan was managing the team that he was one a part of. All of his peers were now directly 
reporting to him. There’s a cultural diversity dynamic as well. The relationships within the unit 
were tight since 4 of the 7 are Romanian, went to the same church and Stephan was related to 
one of them (a cousin of his). The other team members were from China, Ukraine and USA.  

The Romanian team members would speak to each other in their native language which felt 
ostracizing to the others.  

There was also a perception of favoritism because of Stephan’s relationship with the Romanian 
team members.  

Challenge:  What led you to use this “case” for receiving feedback? In helping this person 
develop their desired behavior and mindset for this practice, in what way do you feel 
challenged or unsure of the best way to proceed?  Please be as specific as possible.   

This is a past client case study. I coached Stephan for one year and we used the LA360 at the 
beginning and end of the coaching engagement. I chose this case study because this a client 
story that I want to review with other coaches who understand the Leadership Agility model. 
Yes, Stephan improved (as proof by the interviews I conducted and the second LA360 results) 
but I keep wondering if I could have used a different approach, asked different questions to be 
a more effective coach for him. Besides his stellar ability to talk – a lot – it seemed to me he 
would easily move into victim / learned helplessness mode when faced with conflicting ideas 
and beliefs.   

Feedback:  What kind of feedback would be of greatest value to you?   

If I had it to do over again, how might I explore the story he’s telling himself? What questions or 
challenges might I offer to help him step into someone else’s shoes more often?  

I’d also love to explore cultural differences in coaching. 



 
 


